
Lichtenstein Pop art 
portraits: Photoshop

Mrs Ras



Find a portrait.  Pick 
on that you can think 
of witty one liner to…. 
Like a meme 

Like “We Can Do It”

Paste the picture in 
the picture in a letter 
sized file

Free transform and 
scale up

Delete the 
background



Enhance the 
contrast

Image > adj> 
brightness 
and contrast



Vibrant color 
is very 
important to 
pop art

Image > adj> 
vibrance

Image> adj> 
color balance



Duplicate the layer



On this new layer 

filter> artistic> 
cutout

Use 6 or less levels

These shapes will 
help guide your 
lines (like in the last 
project, but smooth 
things our and omit 
messy things)



Choose the pen tool

                              Choose shape        no fill             black stroke          make the stroke size 7ish 



Begin to outline 

Try to close all 
shapes or at least 



Continue to 
trace all 
major 
outlines

This is a 
comic style 
so it is ok to 
not trace 
verbatim.  
Simplify and 
smooth some 
lines



Start tracing interior 
details

These lines do not have 
to closed 

Change the stroke size 
to whatever you feel is 
necessary 

Less is more in this, 
look at liechtenstein 
noses in his portraits 
sometimes they were 
nothing more than 
comas



So because there is 
no line style so it's 
hard to make 
beautify accents.   

So to get around this 
try tracing shapes for 
the eyebrows, top 
eyeliner, nostrils etc.  
Kinda like the high 
contrast project we 
did in the beginning 
of the year.  All you 
need to do is add a 
black fill



Lower the line 
weight and add 
any supporting 
detail lines, line 
fabric folds or 
hair etc.  



Ok now its time to trace the 
value lines… 

Lower the line weight to 1 or 
lower

Remember to smooth out lines 
and to close all lines… yes we 
are back to that.  

You do not need to trace all 
value steps just make sure that 
when you go to fill it, there will 
be a highlight tone, midtone 
and shadow tone. 



1. Trace as much value 
lines you feel is 
necessary. 

2. Make sure your lines 
touch …. No gaps.. Take 
care of those now

3. Select all line layers. 
Click the top layer hold 
shift and then scroll 
down and click the last 
line layer…. Do not 
select the reference 
layers!

4. LAyer> rasterize
5. LAyer > merge 



Duplicate your 
line layer

If you want to 
smooth the 
lines a bit 
(photoshop 
pixelated it a 
bit) lightly use 
median

Filter> noise 
median



Choose the 
paintbucket tool 

Begin to fill in the 
interior shapes 
created by the 
lines.  

Press alt to 
choose the color 
and then let go 
and click to fill the 
area



Again if you 
want a 
smoother look 
you can use the 
median lightly 

Filter> noise> 
median

Duplicate your 
colored layer so 
we can ben day 
dot it.



Now for the ben 
day dots

Choose either 
the shadows or 
highlights to 
create ben day 
dots on

Using the magic 
wand tool and 
holding shift 
select the tones 



1. Filter Pixelate> color 
halftone

2. Choose any number 
between 8 -12

a. 8 is smaller 
dots and 12 is 
bigger

3. Before u deselect
a. Selection 

inverse
b. Edit clear or 

just press 
backspace



Chance the 
mode or opacity 
of the dot layer



Eiter paste in or 
create a speech 
bubble with 
shapes or the pen 
tool

Add in text that 
adds a bit of 
humor or context 
to your piece…

Add a background 
and you then are 
done! 


